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Preface 

I am a 30 year old, Jewish, white, cisgender male who cares deeply about promoting 

equality, and especially equal opportunity, in our world. There are elements of my 

identities — namely being a white, cisgender male — that I did not choose, yet have given 

me a leg up in the world. While I may face anti-Semitism, I am not under the same societal 

pressures and do not face the same disadvantages as those who are of color, women, or 

GLBTQ; and, that does not scratch the surface of the privileges I have, just for being brought 

up in an upper-middle class American environment. Yet, my Jewish values implore me to 

use my unearned status and power to support others who are disenfranchised for no better 

reason than how I obtained my own privileges. I strive to be an Ally. 

 

Here Comes the Ally 

Once upon a time, women began to resent that men seemed to own the world. Men got 
to read from the Torah and had all the interesting mitzvot and all the privileges. The women 
decided to present their grievance directly to God. They appointed Skotsl, a clever woman and 
a good speaker, as their representative. But how was the messenger to be dispatched? They 
decided to make a human tower. Skotsl was to scale the tower and then pull herself into 
heaven. 

They scrambled up on one another’s shoulders, and Skotsl began to climb. But 
somebody shrugged or shifted, and women tumbled every which way. When the commotion 
died down, Skotsl had disappeared. Men went on ruling the world, and nothing changed. But 
still, the women are hopeful, and that is why, when a woman walks into a house, the other 
women say, “Look, here comes Skotsl.” And someday, it might really be she.  

1

1 Adler, Rachel. Engendering Judaism: An Inclusive Theology and Ethics. Philadelphia: Jewish 
Publication Society, 1998. Print. 
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This story begins Rachel Adler’s discussion towards a renewed halachah in her 

work, Engendering Judaism, in which she argues for men and women to “act cooperatively” 

to question and renew Jewish thought and praxis.  In my studies at HUC-JIR, I have learned 
2

under many scholars who encourage me to ask two simple, yet often unasked, questions: 

Who is silent in this story? If given voice, what might they say? In my re-reading of Skotsl 

with those questions in mind, I hope and wish to envision the presence of the silent voices 

in this story, voices who are yearning to speak up. They are the voices of the Allies.  

The men in this story are silent, as a whole. The story tells us they get to do “all the 

interesting mitzvot and all the privileges,” they were not part of building the tower — as it 

is the women who “tumbled every which way” — and they “went on ruling the world.” But 

here is what we do not know from the text: Were there men who honored women and 

believed in their human dignity, were told of the story of what was to happen with the 

tower, and then acted by encouraging the women or using their power and privilege to 

advocate for their cause?  

This voice, that of the Ally, is no longer silent in today’s Jewish life. The Reform 

Movement specifically has consistently been an Ally for civil justice causes affecting those 

inside and outside the Jewish community, namely championing the rights of people of 

color, women, those with disabilities, and the LGBTQ community. White Rabbis marched 

alongside Dr. King, men worked to open doors to bring women into equal Jewish communal 

life, synagogues and camps altered programs and spaces, and the entire community rallied 

2 Ibid. 
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to bring about marriage equality. These are just a few examples of the work Jews have done 

in the world while serving in the role of Ally. 

I consider myself a gender Ally. To me, this means that I am aware of the gender 

inequality in the world — that men have greater economic, societal, and cultural 

advantages than women — and the discrimination the LGBTQ community faces. Yet, 

outside of my own interpretation of texts and Jewish values, there is no articulated ethics 

for the gender Ally. What I have done is acted, been corrected and told to reevaluate, and 

brought about new action. Admittedly, as a believer in Deweyian style education, this 

process has worked so far for me. 

But for those who yearn for a framework, a set of principles, upon which Allies can 

operate effectively, the resources are bleak. Indeed, when I Googled “Ally gender ethics” on 

April 17, 2016, the first four hits were: 1) a Facebook post about “Ally Week” at the 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks; 2) a page about gender diversity at Curtin University in 

Australia; 3) a tweet from the UK organization, “Research in Gender and Ethics;” and 

curiously, 4) the Code of Conduct and Ethics for Ally Bank. If you want to know how to be 

an effective gender Ally, you apparently also will need to know how to be an effective 

researcher.  

What follows is an attempt at presenting Three Principles for the Gender Ally. The 

hope is that these principles will provide a framework in which Allies will be able to 

support and advocate for the communities with whom they ally, with an emphasis on 

Male-Female and LGBTQ alliance. The three principles are simple on their face, yet complex 

in their understanding: 1) Honor the Human; 2) Hear Their Story; 3) Act.  
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Principle 1) Honor The Human 

All God’s creations deserve honor, and especially all people. In Genesis 1:27, we 

learn “God created the human in God’s image — in the image of God, God created it.”  It 
3

would be simple to say that if we are to honor God, we are also to honor God’s creations, 

but Rabbinic literature constructs this concept with its own term: k’vod habriot. This term 

originates in Pirkei Avot with Ben Zoma’s statement, “Who is honored? Those who honor 

all people.”  Reuven Hammer notes that this does not apply to only those who have special 
4

privilege in the world — as a previous Mishnah indicates, Jews are God’s “beloved 

children,”  which implies their privilege — but to all human beings.  Later rabbinic 
5 6

literature teaches us that the value of k’vod habriot can be applied to override rabbinic law, 

making accommodations in exceptional cases in order to preserve this holy value.   
7

When examining the role of the gender Ally, k’vod habriot is exceedingly important 

and a necessary starting point. Moshe Zemer gives an appropriate frame for the Ally, 

insisting on maintaining this value: “We are considering very sensitive matters. They relate 

to persons who have suffered from discrimination and persecution. They are human beings 

created in the image of God and dedicated Jews. We must, therefore, deal with these 

subjects in a sensitive way.”  The Ally who wishes to act is likely motivated by this value, 
8

3 Genesis 1:27 (author’s translation). 
4 Pirkei Avot 4:1; Translation: Harlow, Jules. Siddur Sim Shalom: A Prayerbook for Shabbat, 
Festivals, and Weekdays. New York: Rabbinical Assembly, 1985. Print. 
5 Pirkei Avot 3:18. 
6 Hammer, Reuven, and Jules Harlow. Or Hadash: A Commentary on Siddur Sim Shalom: For 
Shabbat and Festivals. New York City: Rabbinical Assembly, 2003. Print. 
7 Berachot 19b. 
8 Jacob, Walter, and Moshe Zemer. "PROGRESSIVE HALAKHAH AND HOMOSEXUAL 
MARRIAGE." Gender Issues in Jewish Law: Essays and Responsa. New York: Berghahn, 2001. 
Print. 
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and should, accordingly, proceed with the same compassion, care, and honor that brought 

the Ally to the table. 

The Ally could also have been inspired to honor the human through the most 

repeated, in one form or another, principle in Torah: “You shall not wrong a stranger or 

oppress him, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt.”  This value is repeated thirty-six 
9

times, more than the importance of keeping Shabbat or loving God. Why would the Torah 

repeat this principle to this extent? Our tradition honors the Other, especially when there is 

an imbalance of power. Rabbi Zalman Kastel teaches, “this is explained as a warning to 

avoid oppressing the stranger just because you have more power than he does, instead we 

should remember that we were strangers just as he is now.”  Honoring the Other attempts 
10

to change that power imbalance, encouraging empathy and action. 

This value also plays out in the rabbinic idea of what it means to not “put a 

stumbling block before the blind.”  Of course, the law in the Torah is not meant to only 
11

apply to a single case of someone setting up a blind person to trip, fall, and injure 

themselves. Instead, the principle of “lifnei iver, before the blind” is meant to prohibit 

someone from taking advantage of an Other who has some sort of disadvantage. In his 

chapter on Jewish business ethics, Barry Leff notes the Rabbis of the Talmud take this value 

to mean, “anyone who is unaware of something, who does not see something, who has a 

‘blind spot.’ With this principle, the Jewish tradition raises our responsibilities toward 

others to quite a high level: we are not allowed to do things that would cause someone else 

9 Exodus 22:20; Translation NJPS. 
10 "Honoring “the Other” or “the Stranger” by Rabbi Zalman Kastel." Tikkun Magazine. 16 
Feb. 2012. Web. 02 May 2016. 
11 Leviticus 19:14 
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to sin, that would cause someone else to do something wrong.”  For the Ally, this may 
12

mean an exploration of his or her own blindspots when it comes to gender equality, or even 

the mere realization that the culture or structure of a place encourages the perpetual 

marginalization of a particular gender identity. 

Perhaps the best way to understand the value of Honoring the Human is through the 

teachings of Rabbi Dvora Weisberg. To her, “God offers me the chance to know that there is 

one entity in the universe who knows me as I am and accepts me anyway. This is the 

greatest gift of love that God has given the Jewish People.”  It is incumbent upon the 
13

gender Ally to understand that we, as humans created in God’s image, should also love and 

accept the Other as they are. To Honor the Human is to give k’vod habriot, not oppress the 

Other, and prevent ourselves and others from sinning against the Other. 

 
Principle 2) Hear Their Story 

Everyone has a story. It is their story. Even if two people experience the same thing, 

their narrative of that experience will be unique. The job of the Ally is to hear the Other’s 

story, understand it, and elevate the Other’s voice.  

One way of approaching this openness to the Other’s story is through understanding 

the philosophy of Emmanuel Levinas. For Levinas, the Other is any other person, and their 

Face is that which shows you the Other’s vulnerability. When one is able to hear the Other’s 

story from their Face, one is brutally confronted with the Other’s truth. To Levinas, “truth is 

12 Leff, Barry J. “Jewish Business Ethics.” The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Ethics and Morality. 
Oxford: Oxford UP, 2013. Print. 
13 Weisberg, Dvora. “Chosenness & Covenant.” HUC-JIR. Los Angeles, CA. 20 March 2014. 
Guest Lecture. 
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not merely a function of the content of sentences but also the trustworthiness of the 

speaker who bears witness to what the sentence affirms. Utterances do not simply float in 

midair but are attested to or vouched for by person so that knowledge is itself rooted in a 

more fundamental ethical ground.”  In other words, the story being presented by the 
14

Other is deeper than their words can say because it is a crucial element of their identity, of 

who they are. “The principal ethical relation with the Other is the recognition of the Other 

as making me responsible for her.”  When Allies become Allies, it is largely because of this 
15

relationship - Allies recognize their ethical responsibility to the Other, especially when they 

encounter the story and Face of the other.  

In truth, we have seen this idea play out to great success. This year, David 

Broockman and Joshua Kalla published a study in the journal Science showing “a single 

approximately 10-minute conversation encouraging actively taking the perspective of 

others can markedly reduce prejudice.”  In their study, canvassers promoting a 
16

nondiscrimination law protecting the transgender community were able to “substantially 

reduce transphobia, with decreases greater than Americans’ average decrease in 

homophobia from 1998 to 2012,” and the effects lasted at least three months after the 

initial conversation.  Although the researchers were not themselves transgender, they 
17

“asked respondents to recall and discuss a time when they themselves were treated 

unfairly because they were seen as different,” a practice called “analogic perspective 

14 Wyschogrod, Edith. "Who is Emmanuel Levinas?" Sh'ma: A Journal of Jewish 
Responsibility. Ed. Eugene Borowitz. March 6, 1992. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Broockman, D., and J. Kalla. "Durably Reducing Transphobia: A Field Experiment on 
Door-to-door Canvassing." Science 352.6282 (2016): 220-24. Web. 
17 Ibid. 
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taking.”  Broockman and Kalla showed that changing minds on the topic of transgender 
18

rights “did not require that the canvasser be transgender as well…it means that anyone — 

either transgender people or their Allies — can do such work effectively.”  Indeed, even 
19

when confronted with the imagined Face of the Other, people uncover within themselves a 

natural, ethical responsibility to that Other. 

It should be noted, too, that the story of the Other must be heard and retold 

properly. Changing the story of the Other goes against this principle. As Robert Coles notes, 

“The people who come to us bring their stories. They hope they will tell them well enough 

so that we understand the truth of their lives. They hope we know how to interpret their 

stories correctly. We have to remember that what we hear is their story.”  An Ally’s actions 
20

must be predicated on a sober understanding that this is an Other’s story.  

One such example of the modification of the story is the group Women of the Wall. 

Women of the Wall’s mission is “to achieve the right to wear prayer shawls, pray and read 

from the Torah collectively and out loud at the Western Wall (Kotel) in Jerusalem, Israel.”  
21

This group is multi-denominational, composed of Reform, Conservative, Orthodox, and 

other women who wish to have a space where they can be equal participants at one of 

Judaism’s holiest sites.  

18 Khan, Amina. "Face-to-face Conversation Can Change Attitudes toward Transgender 
People, Study Finds." Los Angeles Times. Los Angeles Times, 7 Apr. 2016. Web. 02 May 
2016. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Coles, Robert. The Call of Stories: Teaching and the Moral Imagination. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1989. Print. 
21 "Who We Are." Women of the Wall. Web. 02 May 2016. 
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As their organization grew, they sought support from non-Israelis and slightly 

changed their message. I remember hearing about Women of the Wall before moving to 

Israel, and my understanding was that this is a group promoting egalitarianism at the Kotel, 

a value I believe in deeply. I supported Women of the Wall and, when I lived in Israel for a 

year, was excited to be there, be supportive, and show my support to this community. Yet, 

Women of the Wall had neglected one tiny detail: their monthly Rosh Chodesh celebrations 

observe a more Orthodox praxis. I was taken aback when, as we were about to read Torah 

at Robinson’s Arch, the service leader addressed the men saying, “you are welcome to be 

present, but you may not participate.” This, to me, went against the very narrative that I 

had been presented. As I did more research, I learned what had happened: members of the 

organizations and some Allies changed the narrative to emphasize the creation of an 

egalitarian prayer space, rather than supporting those who wanted to pray aloud on the 

women’s side. A nuanced difference, to be sure, but one that came along with substantial 

consequences and emotional attachments.  

The role of the Ally is to hear their story, not hear the story they wish they heard or 

even hear the story that could garner the most support. The story of the Other must be kept 

sacred and intact. Even slight, nuanced changes can delegitimize the work attempting to be 

done. Bernard Lonergan offers four principles for comprehensive learning, which are also 

crucial when an Ally hears an Other’s story: 1) Be attentive - listen and be present to the 

Other; 2) Be intelligent - understand that truth is not simple, and it is always multifaceted 

and nuanced; 3) Be responsible - consider the impact you will have on real human beings; 

4) Be loving - listen to their story from a place of love and a desire to help, not from a place 
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of judgement; and, if necessary, change - as Rachel Adler once said, “anyone who is a person 

of integrity who lives long enough changes.”   An Ally who does not retain their integrity, 
22 23

and cannot sincerely hear the story of the Other is not truly an Ally. 

 
Principle 3) Act 

Nearly every cultural tradition has some form of the Golden Rule. In Judaism, we 

know it from the commandment, “love your neighbor as yourself,”  which later teachings 
24

and other traditions inform us to “do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” 

The issue with the Golden Rule, though, is that it assumes that the way you wish to be 

treated is the same way that every person wants to be treated. Indeed, if I am Jewish and a 

Catholic chaplain visits me in the hospital, I do not wish to be granted sacrament, even 

though that may be how the chaplain would wish to be treated should he be in my position. 

Alternatively, the Platinum Rule teaches that one should “treat others in the way that they 

would like to be treated.”  The Platinum Rule does not assume that what is important to 
25

the carer is, or should be, important to someone else. The Platinum Rule implores curiosity, 

respect, and empathy. It is with the Platinum Rule in mind that Allies must act. Applied to 

the work of Allies, the Platinum Rule might read, “Advocate with and for others in a way 

that they would like to be supported.”  

At the same time, it is necessary for the Ally to understand the intrinsic emotional 

imbalance between the Ally and the Other. The Other is likely to be much more invested in 

22 McCarthy, John P. 1996. “David Tracy.” In A New Handbook of Christian Theologians. 
Edited by Donald W. Musser and Joseph L. Price. Nashville: Abingdon Press. 
23 Adler, Rachel. “Hartman.” HUC-JIR. Los Angeles, CA. 8 April 2014. Class Lecture. 
24 Leviticus 19:18. Translation: JPS. 
25 Its source is difficult to pin down, but the term is trademarked by Dr. Tony Alessandra 
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the outcome than the Ally, and the Ally should be careful not to portray the Other in terms 

of victimization. This is especially difficult — how could an Ally not see women as being 

victims of a societal power imbalance when there is an expansive pay gap? This is where 

the Platinum Rule can provide assistance. The Ally should work with the Other to act 

appropriately in alliance. 

An Ally is someone who sees an injustice in the world and uses their power to 

correct it, even if that injustice does not disadvantage them. Often, but now always, an Ally 

is part of a group that holds power over a disadvantaged group. While history has shown 

time and again that those with power will do whatever they can to retain that power, the 

Ally operates with a different set of motivations. The actions of the Ally are motivated by a 

realization of that power imbalance through honoring the affected Other, hearing the 

Other’s story, and working to elevate the Other’s status, inherently at the risk of 

diminishing their own power. In other words, the Ally recognizes their power and does 

what they can to give it up for the benefit of the Other. Indeed, many in the Black Lives 

Matter movement have called upon white Allies to “dismantle white supremacy,” to create 

a cosmic, but extremely necessary, shift in society.  
26

The Jewish value of hasagat g’vul, honoring boundaries, teaches what the Ally can do 

to shift the power dynamic. While hasagat g’vul literally means, “moving a boundary,” “the 

tradition has evolved into a prohibition against unfair competition,” teaches Barry Leff.  
27

What is simply understood as a prohibition about moving landmarks to mark the 

26 Kohn, Sally. "This Is What White People Can Do to Support #BlackLivesMatter." 
Washington Post. The Washington Post, 5 Aug. 2015. Web. 03 May 2016. 
27 Leff, Barry J. “Jewish Business Ethics.” The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Ethics and Morality. 
Oxford: Oxford UP, 2013. Print. 
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boundaries of a field, we should understand this concept to prohibit moving unfair 

landmarks in our society. The Ally seeks to move landmarks, to be sure, but it is for the 

purpose of promoting greater equality and access to opportunities in the world. “The 

balance the Rabbis tried to strike in extending the concept of hasagat g’vul to unfair 

competition is exactly what antitrust laws try to accomplish - to permit competition but to 

put limits on competition to avoid situations that are patently unfair.”  An Ally’s actions 
28

are to live out this value, taking down unfair barriers in society.  

It is easy for the social justice Ally or the white Ally to advocate for communities 

with whom they do not belong, but for the gender Ally, there is even greater motivation 

because of the value of K’lal Yisrael - a responsibility to the Covenant Community. Power 

and access imbalance and discrimination, whether focused on Male-Female or LGBTQ or 

other gender related issues, affects everyone in the community. The rabbis teach, “kol 

Yisrael arevim zeh b’zeh - all of Israel is responsible for one another.”  Moshe Zemer writes, 
29

“We must observe certain precepts for the good of the collective even when we have 

personal reservations about them…we must all ask ourselves not only whether a particular 

precept is compatible with our individual world view, but also whether observing it would 

harm or strengthen the Jewish people as a whole.”  Issues of gender discrimination and 
30

power imbalance directly affect the Jewish community, and Jewish gender Allies use their 

power to uphold K’lal Yisrael. 

28 Ibid. 
29 Talmud Bavli Shevuot 39b 
30 Jacob, Walter, and Moshe Zemer. "PROGRESSIVE HALAKHAH AND HOMOSEXUAL 
MARRIAGE." Gender Issues in Jewish Law: Essays and Responsa. New York: Berghahn, 2001. 
Print. 
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So far, we have discussed the gender Ally. To me, this encompasses both the 

Male-Female Ally  and the LGBTQ Ally. While the principles remain the same, there are 
31

different tasks for the Male-Female Ally and the LGBTQ Ally.  

For the Male-Female Ally, their primary focus is bridging the gap of access and 

opportunity between men and women. This does not mean that there cannot be gendered 

experiences for men and women — for example, programs like “Rosh Chodesh: It’s A Girl 

Thing” and “Shevet Achim” are wonderful, successful, and gendered and should remain as 

such — but it does mean that women, for example, should have equal access and 

opportunity to work as rabbis in congregational life and wear tallit and t’fillin. Judith 

Plaskow writes that the Jewish woman is, “confronted by legal sources that disadvantage 

women, historical and textual materials that obscure their experiences, and a spiritual 

tradition that makes it difficult for women to see themselves as created in the image of 

God.”  She argues, with Rachel Adler, that men and women must come together to 
32

“articulate an alternative vision of what Judaism might be…addressing the ‘moral wrong’ of 

women’s subordination…[and] to engender a Judaism in which women and men are 

equals.”  Accordingly, the Male-Female Ally’s actions should bring about this reality.  
33

The actions of the LGBTQ Ally in today’s world are tougher to accomplish, more 

complex, likely require more effort, and yet are just as necessary. Rachel Biale notes, “a 

nonbinary palette of gender and sexuality can dislocate familiar assumptions. Once you 

begin to entertain possibilities between and beyond the conventional binary of gender 

31 “Male-Female Ally” is a term I am using after consultation with Joel Kushner. 
32 Plaskow, Judith. “Feminist Jewish Ethical Theories.” The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Ethics 
and Morality. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2013. Print. 
33 Ibid. 
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norms and heterosexuality, doors and challenges open in every facet of Jewish life…you 

name it and transgender issues emerge.”  Biale continues in her article with specific 
34

examples of where Jewish communal organizations can be more inclusive on transgender 

issues. The Institute for Judaism, Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity identify five 

organizational climates for welcoming LGBTQ individuals: hostile, indifferent, tolerant, 

inclusive, and embracing.  Each of those climates is defined by the actions taken therein 
35

across a spectrum: oppressing, denying/ignoring, recognizing/not acting, educating self, 

recognizing/acting, educating others, supporting/encouraging, initiating/preventing, and 

championing.  The task of the Ally is to create a culture that acts towards championing 
36

LGBTQ individuals and an embracing environment. Each community is different, to be sure, 

and the actions taken within each community will differ to achieve the same ends. But as 

Danya Ruttenberg notes, “The Jewish project of engaging sexuality in a way that creates 

holiness, intimacy, connection, and integrity is an ongoing one. And each generation, in its 

way, finds a way to receive Torah anew.”  
37

 
Conclusion 

It would be easy to end with a pithy statement like, “an Ally’s work is never done,” 

but as has been discussed, that would mean co-opting the story and idiom, “a woman’s 

work is never done.” Instead, I leave the decision for the end of the Ally’s work to the Other. 

34 Biale, Rachel. “Beyond the Binary Bubble: Addressing Transgender Issues in the Jewish 
Community.” Dzmura, Noach. Balancing on the Mechitza: Transgender in Jewish Community. 
Berkeley, CA: North Atlantic, 2010. Print. 
35 "Inclusion Resources." Inclusion Resources - HUC-JIR IJSO. Web. 03 May 2016.  
36 Ibid. 
37 Ruttenberg, Danya. “Jewish Sexual Ethics.” The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Ethics and 
Morality. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2013. Print. 
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Indeed, an Ally’s work is only done when they are no longer needed, and only an Other can 

make that determination. My hope is that these principles — 1) Honor the Human; 2) Hear 

Their Story; 3) Act — provide a starting point for the creation of a formal ethics for the Ally. 

This is a first draft. To truly create something meaningful and lasting, it must involve voices 

and the editorial guidance of others beyond my cisgender male experience. Perhaps, then, 

when the next battle for gender equality and LGBTQ inclusion takes place, those building 

the proverbial tower to address God directly will look around, welcome those who want to 

help, and shout, “Here comes the Ally!” 

 


